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LGHS’s highly skilled teachers and dedicated administration have constructed
AP courses at the school to enrich
the minds of LG students not only
in the classroom, but also far
beyond the limits of standard
high school academia. On Oct.
28, a small group of AP Biology
students, led by teacher Steve
Hammack, ventured to San
Francisco to attend a lecture
by Nobel Prize laureate Stanley Prusiner—renowned for his
ground-breaking research in the
field of biology.
Hosted by the Commonwealth
Club of San Francisco, the AP Bio
students were lucky enough to be
part of an extremely intimate audience
of biology-enthusiasts from all over San Francisco. The students took their seats among medical professionals, biology professors, and amatuer
fans of Pruzner. Though the event drew a
diverse crowd, every attendee shared a
genuine interest in the monumental
contributions Prusiner has made to
the scientific community.
Through the forty minute
lecture and the half an hour
question and answer session,
LGHS students learned about
Prusiner’s work in discovering the prion—a protein
that is found at the heart of
Alzheimer’s, Mad Cow Disease,
and other neurodegenerative
diseases. The result of a genetic
mutation that causes proteins
to fold incorrectly, the prion has
spurred much debate amongst members of the scientific community. When
Prusiner started his research on the prion
in the 70’s, there was much debate as to
whether or not proteins could even be infectious.

By isolating the prion protein and studying its selfpropagation, Prusiner identified and explained
the cause of Mad Cow Disease, which devastated areas of the United Kingdom in
the late 20th century. For this work,
Prusiner received the Nobel Prize in
physiology or medicine in 1997.
Senior Pamela Larkin
enjoyed the field trip, saying,
“It was a great way to have a
fun time with my friends and
also learn something about
prions.” After the lecture, the
students were lucky enough
to have one-on-one time with
the scientist, asking questions
and getting their copies of his
book, Madness and Memory – a New
Biological Principle of Disease, signed.
Senior Adam O’Regan commented, “It
was cool to get to ask him questions because
I felt like I was talking to someone who was
truly wise.” The wisdom of which O’Regan speaks is
demonstrated in Prusiner’s numerous awards other
than his Nobel Prize. The experienced neurologist has earned the Potamkin Prize, the Keio
Medical Science Award, and the Dickson
Prize, among others.
Though inspiring, the AP Bio
students learned that there is
still much work to be done in
the study of prions. Scientists
like Prusiner have been able
to identify and study prions
and the way they cause neurodegenerative diseases, but
they have yet to find a cure
to any of these major ailments.
Every year, thousands die from
Alzheimer’s and Creutzfeldtjakob disease. Prusiner sheds
light on the expansive area of
medical science with his research,
blazing a path for other scientists to
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pronouns without losing the confession’s purpose.

Editor-in-Chief

In March of 2013, LGHS students saw their Facebook timelines
overtaken by a brand new, revolutionary page: LGHS Confessions.
The page became a sensation practically overnight. The idea was
that students could anonymously send in their secrets, which would
then be posted for the whole school to see, like, and comment on.
Whether the appeal was the mystery, the attention, or the sheer
entertainment, the page became widely discussed on campus, in and
out of classrooms.
Although the question is frequently asked, the administrator of
the page refuses to release his or her identity to the public, and the
secret has been kept even to this day. However, although he/she
remains anonymous, El Gato News has been given the unique opportunity to ask the administrator of LGHS Confessions the questions
we have all been dying to hear the answers to.
El Gato News (EGN): How did you become the administrator of
LG Confessions?
LG Confessions (LGC): My brother created the page with his
friend during the “confession revolution of 2013,” and then as he
graduated from LGHS he made me Chief Executive Administrator, while
he still keeps ownership for potential profit purposes.
EGN: Did you expect that LGHS Confessions would have the huge
effect it did on campus?
LGC: Well no, not really, as other confession pages came up I
expected our popularity to drop extensively. However, as they shut
down due to legal issues our Total Reach (popularity) increased greatly
and is still expanding due to incoming students.
EGN: You’ve posted over 1000 confessions—but how many go
unposted, and why?
LGC: About 500 have not been posted due to potentially offensive language or inclusion of names that cannot be substituted for

EGN: How do you respond to confessions from people in potentially harmful situations? i.e. self-harm, abusive relationships,
or bullying.
LGC: Usually those confessions are posted, unless they are offensive, because they deserve to be brought to the public’s attention,
that way they can be dealt with.
EGN: Have you ever had problems with the school administration?
How did you deal with those?
LGC: Some of the administration had concerns about us saying
inappropriate things about the staff of LGHS and using names,
but we dealt with it by, well, doing what any good business owner
would: apologizing, assessing the mistakes, and ensuring that it
doesn’t happen again.
EGN: How do you think LGHS Confessions has benefitted
our school?
LGC: I believe it has exposed some of the intolerance many people
in our community encounter, it has given students a source of advice
on some of their high school challenges, and has often given them
a source of entertainment.
EGN: What has been your favorite confession?
LGC: Hmm. Though serious confessions are much more beneficial
to the well-being of our school, I am a comical person. So my favorite
post was, “I dream about peeing in Spanish because it isn’t worth
the extra credit point.”
EGN: Will you ever reveal your true identity?
LGC: For the protection of future administrative officials from any
persecution of any kind, we are prohibited from disclosure. However,
disclosure to trusted friends is permitted, on a limited basis.

